In [lj we gave an analysis of the notion: predicatively provable statement of second-order arithmetic, by means of a certain autonomous progression of theories H a formulated in a classical second-order language. The main results of [l] were: (i) Mutual intertranslatability of the progression of H« and an autonomous progression of ramified second-order theories R a . We now present a system PS of axioms and rules in the language of set theory which has the following strong relationship with IR:
In [lj we gave an analysis of the notion: predicatively provable statement of second-order arithmetic, by means of a certain autonomous progression of theories H a formulated in a classical second-order language. The main results of [l] were: (i) Mutual intertranslatability of the progression of H« and an autonomous progression of ramified second-order theories R a .
(ii) Determination of the least nonautonomous ordinal To of the progression of R a in terms of critical functions as: T 0 is the least solution a of Xo* )== a where x^ ==c *> /3 an d (for a T^O) xjt* is the /3th solution y of x^l )== 7 for all <2i<a:. (iii) Explicit determination of a single subsystem IR of classical analysis which has the same theorems as U a <r 0 H a .
We now present a system PS of axioms and rules in the language of set theory which has the following strong relationship with IR:
THEOREM. Under the usual interpretation of second-order arithmetic in set theory, a second-order sentence <j> is provable in PS if and only if it is provable in IR.
Necessarily (just as with IR), the system PS does not have predicative justification as a whole: if it did we could extend it by reflection. What is claimed is that the ideal predicativist can recognize as correct each particular axiom and application of a rule of inference.
The language of PS is that of first-order predicate logic with = ; the basic nonlogical symbols are a binary relation symbol e and constant symbols Ö and w. New symbols may be introduced by explicit definitions under certain conditions described below. For any choice of these the notion of a formula in (generalized) 2-, respectively II-form is taken as explained in [2, §2] . (Operation symbols F(xo, • • • , x m -i) are first to be eliminated in favor of relation symbols in a standard way.) We shall also refer to certain formulas <t> as being in provable ÜHS-form on the basis of some given applications of axioms and rules of inference. As usual, a new operation symbol 
We shall introduce such F only for 0 which is in S-form in its symbols. It is easy to see that the notion of S-form is stable under this introduction, i.e., if we eliminate F from another S-formula \{/ involving F in favor of $, the result is equivalent to a S-formula x[/i in the former sense (F-iree). The basic reasons for restricting attention to such definitions <f> will be discussed at the conclusion.
The axioms and rules of PS now follow. (We have made no special effort to find the most elegant form for these.)
I This allows us to introduce an operation on ƒ, x yielding this y f which we denote by ƒ (*). We write ƒ \a for ƒ H (a XUU/). Notions of ordering and ordinals can be brought in, in the usual way, among these the following. Let £(x, y) be any formula with just x, y free, and which we also write as -<(#, y) or (x~<y). Write Trans^(a) for A#, y[x-<y/\y-<a-»#-<a] , Trans-< for A* Transes), ConiL<(a) for x, y [xeaf\yta-w-KyVx^yVy-Kx] , Ord(a) for Trans 6 (a) AConn € (a). Thus Ord(a) is a completely restricted-quantifier formula expressing that a is an ordinal. We express the no-descending sequence property of a relation by the sentence ~\lft\x(xtû -^ffa')~<f( x ))> which we designate by NDS-<. We can introduce Pd(x) = {y: y-<x} whenever the formula (x-<y) has been proved to be in IlfSS-form and hx\Jaf\y (y-<x-*y€a) has been proved. We now complete the list of axioms and rules of PS with the following VII-X.
. (EXTENSIONALITY). f\a y J)[l\x(xm<r*xeb)->a = 6]. II. (EMPTY SET). /\x~(xeO). III. (UNORDERED PAIR
VII Using VIII and X we get definition by transfinite recursion on the ordinals in the usual way. We can also get €-recursion (e.g., definition of the rank function) by introducing the transitive closure -< of €. By applying IX and X to certain relations -< in the natural numbers w, it is a straightforward matter to see that every theorem of IR is a theorem of PS. The proof of the converse involves some new ideas which will be presented elsewhere.
